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Greetings, and thanks for registering to audition for ViP 2018! 

Now that you have received your packet, I suggest looking through it and then 

contacting your section coordinator with any immediate questions that pop up.  Please 

direct technique/preparation related questions to following people, based on section:

Snares - Dan Allen - danieltylerallen@gmail.com

Quads - Luke Vogt - Luke.vogt2@gmail.com

Basses - Akira Robles - akirarobles@gmail.com

Cymbals - Colin Davis - daviscolin88@gmail.com

Please donʼt be intimidated by the amount of music in the packet.  It is meant as a take-

away resource, so that each applicant gets the maximum value from their audition 

experience.  Youʼll notice that most of the material included is fairly basic - thatʼs by 

design. Weʼre looking for people who understand these concepts at the highest possible 

level, so donʼt assume that youʼre prepared, just because youʼve seen some of this 

before. We'll work through many different concepts over the course of the audition 

process, including some not included in the packet, but the following will be used to 

measure each applicant's ability to prepare music ahead of time:

ViP Triplet Rolls (quad around and bass split included) - be prepared to play from 

160 bpm-200 bpm

Individual Section Excerpts (one included for each section) - be prepared to play at 

the marked tempos

Please have these selections prepared for the audition process.

 

Applicants will be evaluated in a variety of areas, including level of preparation and 

professionalism, ability to adapt and improve quickly from week to week, rehearsal 

demeanor and attentiveness, and many others.  We are looking for those who are good at 

organizing their long term schedules and communicating about attendance, so please 

come with a good sense of whether you might have any potential conflicts with our 

seasonʼs activities. We can work around almost anything, as long as we know far enough 

in advance. 

Congratulations on taking this first step, and enjoy the rest of the ride!  Email me anytime 

with any questions about any of this.  

Thanks,

Tyler Orbison

Ensemble Director, Program Coordinator

Vigilantes Indoor Percussion

tyler.orbison@icloud.com

 



Cymbal Line 

Technique Packet 

compiled by Colin Davis 



Key to Success 

The key to our success in the cymbal line starts with the main goal of strieving to achieve the highest 
level of musical, visual and creative demand of a cymbal performer in the marching performing arts. 
The expectation for the 2018 season is that the performer is receptive to adaptibility, influence the 
creative decision process and thinking, be responsible for individual assignments and tasks, be a 
continuous learner, an active listener and be able to commit themselves fully to the section and 
ensemble. 

Body Angles and positioning of holding cymbals 

Your body is made up of many angles. When at set position your anklebones, hips and shoulders should 
be in line. You should stand up tall as if someone is pulling a string from the top of your head. With 
this, your chest should be out and shoulders down and rolled back. Your head should be up and eyes 10 
degrees above the horizon. This creates a nice forward presence. 

When holding cymbals do not cup your hands, your fingers should be spread out covering as much 
surface area of the cymbal as possible. There should be as little room as possible between the palm of 
your hand and the bell of the cymbal. Treat your cymbals as if they are an extension of your own 
hands, rather than you holding a five-pound weight on each wrist.  

The Push Crash 

We understand that angles are very difficult to maintain while marching but the cymbals should be 
controlled and with no more than 2 degrees off, in any direction. 

PORT (mid port) 

This is where we begin for Push crashes, sizzles and various sounds. The knot on the left cymbal should 
be directly in front of you and aligned with the sternum. The angle we use is a 25 degree angle from 
the center of both eyes going straight down through the body as shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1 

  



Step 1: 

For both push crashes and push crash chokes we begin with a prep a quarter note beat before the 
crash. Flex the bicep and widen space between the cymbal moving at a 45 degree angle up, away from 
the knot on the left cymbal (Figure 2) and a 45 degree angle going back towards the face and away 
from the knot on the left cymbal (Figure 3). It should feel as if you’re doing a military salute. 

  

Note: The left cymbal does not move at all and both cymbals remain parallel to each other. Also, this is 
a small move and should be strong, assertive and relaxed. The key is to not be too sharp and choppy, 
slow or lazy. 



  

Step 2: 

Bring both cymbals together (it should feel like you’re leading with the palms of your hand) with one 
motion, attach the bottom edge of the right cymbal slightly above the edge of the left cymbal as seen 
in Figure 4. Roll through the cymbal to the top edge and keep in mind that there isn’t a flam within 
this motion. It should feel like one fluid motion. Note: Keep fingers off the cymbal when you crash.  

Step 3: 

Release the right cymbal and push forward leading with your ring finger. Imagine you’re shooting a 
laser straight forward through your ring finger. 



 Note that the fingers remain off the cymbal so they can 
resonate. 

Step 4: Hold for 2 counts and on the next beat, snap back to mid port. This movement should be done 
in an explosive manor without any additional body motion. 

Vertical (A-V) Crash 

1. Set Position: 

Hold plates vertically, about an inch and a half apart where the knots of the plates are at eye 
level, and forearms are at a 90 deg angle from each other. Plates should be about 3 to 4 inches 
away from your face. 

2. The Crash: 

a. Begin at vertical set position, (A) pull bottom of the plates out so they become 
perpendicular (90 deg) to each other, forming an A. 

b. (V) Reverse the A step so that the tops are now out. Preparing for the bottom contact, 
your right cymbal should be about an inch above the left. 

c. Bottom Contact (BC) – simply move the cymbals horizontally inward from the V step so 
that the bottoms of the plates make contact. The right cymbal should be about 1.5 
inches in from the edge of the cymbal. 

d. Top Contact (TC) – hinge the V angle to close. If you look on the left side of the angle, 
you should see a crescent peeking out which where air escapes, preventing an air 
pocket. 

e. A – Return the A step 



f. V – Continue to V step described above and then return to set. 

3. The count structure: 

---(4)---&---1---&---2---&---3---4 

----A---V—BC/TC-A-V-----Set------ 

4. Things to consider: 

a. Be sure that the center of the cymbals stays at eye level and the movement only is in a 
horizontal direction. 

b. Avoid flashing out by utilizing your back fingers to push inward.  

c. Separating the bottom and top contact prevents an air pocket from occurring. When 
crashing, the two steps are condensed to a "flam" between the bottom and top.

  

Body Choke: 

1. Set Position: 

Same as Vertical Crash; Plates are vertical, about 1.5 inches apart, knots at eye level. 

2. The Crash: 

Begin with a prep & crash similar to the Vertical Crash, only go straight to a V, and then Bottom 
& Top Contact. Immediately after top contact, push your fingers so that the plates are muted 
by your forearms, and bring the plate into your armpits so that they form a flat(ish) A, a little 
more obtuse than 90 deg. The tops of the plates should be around chin level (depending on 
your height), and less than an inch apart.  

3. Count Structure: 

Prep on 4 (as normal), crash on one, as quickly as possible move to choke position, hold for 
beat 2, and push back out to set on count 3. When doing several chokes in a row, push out to a 
V position instead of set, so that you're already prepping for the next crash. 



4. Things to consider: 

a. The most important part of the choke is the crash. Don't botch up the bottom or top 
contact, or get an air pocket because you're thinking too hard about choking off the 
sound. 

b. Make sure to mute the sound quickly and aggressively. 

c. The contact point between the plates and your body should always be the crook of your 
armpit. 

**Note: There will be several variations on both the crash and crash choke in different positions 
that will be added throughout the season** 

Vertical Crunch: 

1. Set Position: 

Set position is the same as a vertical Crash; Plates at eye level, 1.5 inches apart. 

2. The Crunch: 

Push both cymbals together. This should make a tight crisp sound, louder than a high hat sound.  

Punch: 

1. Set Position: 

Set position is the same as the body tap; Plates are at your sides, with the bell at about navel 
high level. The front of the cymbals are angled in so that they form a 90 deg angle, with the 
left plate slightly inside the right, not touching. 

2. The Punch: 

This is similar to the body tap but allowing the cymbals to resonate. Now, along with hinging 
outward for the prep, move the left cymbal away from the body straight out about 6 inches; 
only horizontally forward, no vertical motion. Move the right cymbal straight out so your arm is 
fully extended. Make contact at this point, as though it were a Tap, of course making sure not 
to mute any sound with your forearms. Here you will bring your plates back into set 
immediately to coke off the sound. If done correctly, this should be the loudest sound the 
cymbal line can make. The entire motion and effect is aggressive. 

3. Count Structure: 

Plates start moving out to contact position of the & of 4, contact is made on count 1, and are 
back in as soon as possible. 

4. Things to consider: 

a. Like the tap and body tap, the left plate serves only as a point of contact surface and 
doesn't move other than the outward motion. 



b. In order to achieve the best sound quality, it's important to relax both hands during 
contact. If not, the likelihood of getting a clunky sound is greater. This could also mean 
that you're too tense or slamming the cymbals together. Remember to keep all motions 
fluid between the prep, contact and choke. 

Tap: 

1. Set Position: 

Set position for the tap is to have the cymbals in an A-setup at the same level as the vertical 
crash. Both cymbals create a 90 deg angle. Thus, the top of the right cymbal is hovering about 
an inch above the left, about an inch past the edge of the left cymbal. Make sure to keep your 
right plate perpendicular to the plane of your body. This will avoid the knots of the cymbal to 
show. 

2. The tap: 

The tap consists of hinging the right cymbal (slightly) up, and hitting it down on the edge of the 
left cymbal. The left cymbal does not move for this action. Here, your wrist serves as the hinge 
(think match grip), using your fingers as the controlling power. For the release, the right 
cymbal returns to its set position quickly, without additional movement or motion occurring. 

3. Count structure: 

There is very little prep for the tap. The peak of the prep should hit on the & of count 4. 

4. Things to consider: 

a. The tap makes a "ting" or "tong" sound. Both cymbals should ring and in which the right 
forearm should not make contact with its cymbal. 

b. The timbre of the tap can be changed by varying the point of contact with the inside of 
the right plate. Closer to the edge of the (right) plate means more "ting" and close to 
the bell means more "tong." 

Sizzle: 

1. Set Position: 

Set position can be in various positions (either vertical crash/high port, push crash/mid port or 
Hi-Hat Choke/low/flat). 

2. The sizzle: 

a. For this technique at Hi-Hat, the bottom contact point is your left cymbal which is 
about ½ inch inside the right. This prevents the sound cut-off while performing the 
release. For the release, instead of moving the plates away from each other leave 
them in slight contact so that they sizzle. As the sizzle progress, drag the top (right 
hand) plate slowly across the bottom cymbal which is still in the set position. The top 
plate should drag showing only about 1.5 inch. The movement should be along that ling 
that's parallel with the plane created by the plates, and with the front of your body. 



Finally, bring the top plate aggressively back to set (cymbals apart), matching the left 
hand.  

b. At push crash technique, this sound can be achieved by pushing the right cymbal into 
the left cymbal at the plane in which is created by the plates. Release the fingers at 
the point of count and slowly push the right cymbal into the left. The cymbals should 
continue to have an overlap in this motion. 

3. Count structure: 

After the usual prep on count 4, initial sound on count 1, drag the cymbal across from count 1 
to just before count 4, then back on count 4. 

Hi-Hats: 

1. Set Position: 

Cymbals are placed (right on top, left on bottom) together, perfectly horizontal up against the 
stomach, right above the navel (depending on your torso height). 

2. The Hi-Hat: 

The prep for the hi-hat is done as though the plates were hinged at the contact point with the 
stomach, with only the top (right) plate making any movement. When "opening" the hi-hats a 
good standard height to make a quality sound is no more than 6 inches. Then, simply drop the 
right onto the left, using fingers for control. 

3. Count structure: 

In a line, one should strive to hit the peak of the prep on the & of the count before playing a 
note. 

4. Things to consider: 

a. The Hi-Hat should sound like a "chump" instead of a big air-pocketed "thump". Closed 
hi-hats should end up slightly off-set (as opposed to perfectly on top of each other) to 
let air out. 

b. Use your fingers for control. Same as dribbling as basketball, the fingers will control 
the angle in which you press. For slowly repeating, or single instance hi-hats, press 
more with your fingers to achieve a good tight sound. In faster repetitions, be sure to 
relax and think of the plate as an extension of your hand. 


